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This master's degree thesis is the final stage of the Master of Science in Logistics degree at . Measuring Performance in
Buyer-Supplier Relationships.

Your email address will not be published. To narrow the scope of the thesis you could for instance analyze if
inventory management and revenue management are in line with the supply chain strategy and the current
supply chain configuration facilities, inventory, transportation, data handling and data analysis, sourcing,
pricing for a company selling children clothes in Norway. For suppliers, joining the platforms can be nearly as
simple as adding an app to a smartphone. Using: freight rates timeseries, optimal portfolio theory.
Repositioning of empty vessels in the dry bulk shipping market Repositioning of empty vessels in the dry bulk
shipping market Aim: find key drivers for decision-making process of repositioning empty vessels - current
market conditions, sentiment - repeating patterns, etc. Global capitalism, colonies and Third-World economic
realities. It is likely that FinTech firms will continue to evolve and add additional services. Using vessel
performance and open-source weather data â€” show how better fuel cost estimates affect the economics of
ship operation. The industry typically operates with a planning horizon of 12 months. This covers almost any
profile you could possibly choose. These questions are still debated and far from resolved. FinTechs typically
act like brokers. Within this service, quality and capacity have sometimes deteriorated because staffing is not
satisfactory and because the organization and directives are not clear. A big problem with our current transport
and logistic methods is that they are unsustainable from an economic, environmental, and societal perspective.
Or should they rather look for a free trade agreement with the EU? However, just like the increased hardness
of a shotgun in the hunter example, the reduction of crew cost might just be a tiny benefit of the autonomy of
our ships. We are now seeing a clear trend in the LNG industry, which is the paradigm shift from long-term
contracts to short-term and increased number of contracts, giving rise to larger and more complex LNG
distribution networks. Shipping: Economic optimization of underwater hull-cleaning intervals Shipping:
Economic optimization of underwater hull-cleaning intervals Using fuel consumption and cost data from
individual ships: How often should the company clean the hull of a ship to reduce fuel costs. This is similar to
the way third-party logistics companies 3PLs arrange transportation. But feel free to suggest other perspectives
on the problem, as there are others. This aims to fix several of the inefficiencies of the logistics systems
introducing ways to move goods using standardized, modular containers. But a 3PL is able to pick and choose
a transport company in much the same way as a brokerage. Company: SKS Tankers. Shipping: Machine
learning models for FFA trading Shipping: Machine learning models for FFA trading Using spatial AIS data
for ship positions, open-source weather and macro data â€” can you develop a machine learning model to
generate profitable trading signals? Company: Western Bulk. FinTech companies are helping to make this
possible, and as they expand into new areas, their importance in supply-chain management is certain to grow.
When cost leadership is difficult due to low margins, then product innovation can steal you a march on your
rivals. London: Routledge. This is a complex area and one which, if left to operational staff, could expose an
organisation to significant post-contractual risk if a dependency is developed upon a supplier, or even worse if
legal considerations are not taken and this innovation is able to be sold by the supplier to your rivals or if the
supplier vertically integrates and becomes a competitor themselves.


